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Introduction Of 

Blockchain

DeFi Market Trends and DCVC Advantages
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) takes inspiration from the Blockchain, the technology behind
the digital currency Bitcoin. It allows several entities to hold copies of transaction history,
which means it is not controlled by a single central source. This is important because
centralized systems and manual guards may limit the speed and complexity of
transactions, while allowing users to have less direct control over their funds. DeFi is
different because it extends the use of blockchain from simple value transfer to more
complex financial use cases.

Bitcoin and many other digital native assets are different from traditional digital payment
methods (such as those operated by VISA and PayPal) in that they eliminate all middlemen
in transactions. When you pay for coffee with a credit card in a coffee shop, the financial
institution is located between you and the business, has control over the transaction,
reserves the right to stop or suspend the transaction, and records it on a private ledger.
With Bitcoin, these institutions are no longer among them.


DCVC

Direct purchase is not the only kind of transaction or contract regulated by large
companies. Financial applications such as loans, insurance, crowdfunding, derivatives,
and gaming are also under their control. Eliminating middlemen from all kinds of
transactions is one of the main advantages of DeFi. Before it was commonly known as
decentralized finance, the concept of DeFi was often referred to as "open finance”.
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Blockchain
The Most Popular Types of DeFi Applications Include：
Decentralized Exchange (DEXs)

Online exchanges help users exchange currencies into other currencies, whether it is U.S.
dollars for Bitcoin or Ethereum for DAI. DEXs is a popular exchange that directly connects
users so that they can trade cryptocurrencies with each other without trusting the money of
intermediaries.

Stable Coin

A cryptocurrency that is pegged to assets other than cryptocurrencies (such as U.S. dollars
or euros) to stabilize prices.

Loan Platform

These platforms use smart contracts to replace intermediaries such as banks and manage
loans in the middle. “Packaged" Bitcoin or other tokens (WBTC, WETH, WBNB).A way to
send bitcoins to the Ethereum network so that bitcoins can be used directly in Ethereum's
DeFi system. WBTC allows users to earn interest on bitcoins lent through the abovementioned decentralized lending platform.

Forecast Market (Governance)
A market for betting on the outcome of future events such as elections. The goal of the
forecasting market in DeFi is to provide the same functionality, but there are no middlemen. 

In addition to these applications, new DeFi concepts have also emerged around these
applications.

Yield Farming

For knowledge-based traders who are willing to take risks, there is a rate of return. Users
can scan various DeFi tokens to find opportunities for greater returns.

Liquidity Mining

When DeFi applications attract users to their platform by providing users with free tokens.
This is already the most popular form of yield farming.
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Composability
DeFi applications are open source, which means that the code behind them is public and
anyone can view it. Therefore, these applications can be used to “compose” new
applications with code as a building block.


All in One Lego
Putting the concept of “composability” in other words, DeFi applications are like Lego
bricks. Children can build buildings, vehicles, etc. by superimposing toy blocks together.
DeFi applications can also be spliced together like “Lego“ to build new financial
products. 

It can be said that in the future, there will be more products and technology companies that
will introduce Blockchain technology and create different products and platforms.
Therefore, Digital Civic (DCVC) will use DeFi's technology to create a balanced and
interesting blockchain ecosystem for community partners.
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About DCVC

DCVC Introduction
Digital Civic is built and developed by multiple communities, mainly to
integrate the concept of blockchain and optimize the market platform of
blockchain. DCVC mainly promotes and connects products to major industries
through community development. At the same time, Digital Civic will also be
the first to be developed by the Trustee of the Maldives Digital Bank to
develop the blockchain and exchange market.
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Total Circulation:

1 billion DCVC (1 billion total supply)
Purpose(s)

DCVC Quantity(Supply)

Proportion
(%)

Releasing Period 
（Vesting Period）

Release

(TGE)

Mining rewards

600 million

60

100%

National development 

projects and banks

200 million

20

0%

Sale and marketing

50 million

5

10%

Angel fund

50 million

5

0%

Strategic partner 

cooperation

49,990,000

4.999

5%

Liquidity pool LP

10,000

0.001

100%

Technology 

development
expenses

25 million

2.5

0%

Treasury

25 million

2.5

100%

The first 20%, halved every 5%
after that or block per second
according to time
Lock for 5 years, release 20
every year%
Release 5% every month for 18
months
10% will be issued one month
after the market opens, and 9%
will be released every month
for 11 months
Up to 5% for the first
installment, 12-month release
Add to the PANCAKE liquidity
pool
10% will be issued one month
after the opening of the
market, and 9% will be
released every month for 11
months
Add to Treasury for later
development(s)

Tax

There are 10% tax points in total. The distribution of tax points is shown in the following list

Usage

Tax points

Tax

4%

DCVC dividend pool

2%

Buy-back DCVC

2%

PANCAKE platform fees

Technical research and
development

Marketing

1%
1%

* All DCVC buy-back will be burned and redistributed in the mining reward pool
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PANCAKE Listing Liquidity Pool Price
3,000 BUSD

10,000 DCVC

The listing price is 0.3usd
Each purchase/sale can only purchase no more than 0.01% of the total circulation 

(100000 DCVC)

Structures and Advantages of DCVC
DCVC is the first project composed of CeDeFi wallet and DeFi. DCVC allows users to use DeFi
without paying high transaction fees. In addition, lower fees encourage users to use a
variety of different DeFi protocols, such as decentralized exchanges, loan agreements,
liquidity aggregators, income farming tools, and even playing games. These can be
realized one by one in DCVC. The two will bring different benefits and give our players
better confidence and security.

DCVC CeDeFi Wallet & DCVC DeFi Platform

CeDeFi

DeFi

DCVC CeDeFi Wallet

DCVC DeFi Platform

First, DeFi does not need to rely on any centralized
subject to provide credit intermediary or document
preparation;

Second, there is no access restriction, that is,
anyone connected to the Internet can enter;

Third, no third party can block or reverse any
transaction.

Fourth, reduce the cost of DeFi network and audit

Fifth, MultiChain technology can be effectively
used

First, DeFi does not need to rely on any centralized
subject to provide credit intermediary or
document preparation;

Second, there is no access restriction, that is,
anyone connected to the Internet can enter;

Third, no third party can block or reverse any
transaction.

Fourth, you can give different rewards to players
for mining with multiple farm pledges
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In order to achieve better scalability and more optimized reward system, DCVC also adds
the following functions and technologies

1. Binance Smart Chain

2. Deflationary Token & Burn

3. DCVC CeDeFi Wallet

4. All New DCVC DeFi Farm 2.0

5. Strategic Partner and Platform Underpinning Plan

Binance Smart Chain
Binance

Smart Chain (BSC) is a parallel blockchain based on smart contract of currency
security chain, which provides an open platform for decentralized applications (Dapps).
Although the currency security chain provides high throughput of active encrypted
transactions, it is lack of programmability. The existence of coin security intelligent chain is
to change this situation. The purpose of launching smart chain is to provide a high-speed
and low-cost alternative to the booming decentralized financial (DeFi) market, which is
limited by the high transaction costs of Ethereum. The coin security smart chain was
launched in September 2020, with a block time of 5 seconds. It supports cross chain asset
transfer, has EVM compatibility, and adopts the proof of interest consensus protocol to
ensure scalability.

The token standard of Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is BEP20, and its function is similar to
Ethereum ERC20 standard. BEP20 is a developer friendly token standard that allows anyone
to deploy interchangeable digital currencies or tokens on the coin security smart chain.
More importantly, high-quality digital assets in other chains can be anchored in the form of
BEP20 tokens and transplanted to the currency security intelligent chain. For example, you
can use the BINANCE bridge to transfer bitcoin (BTC) into BTCB (BEP20) tokens linked to BTC.
Then, BTCB (BEP20) tokens can be deployed in the DeFi protocol to earn bitcoin revenue.
The same is true for ETH, XRP, Doge, etc.
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As a low-cost and high-speed alternative to Ethereum, with the support of one of the
world's largest encryption companies, Binance Smart Chain already has a wide range of
DApps and DeFi applications. Some DeFi protocols have been migrated from other
blockchain networks to Binance Smart Chain. Since its launch, dozens of native DApps of
Binance Smart Chain have appeared and formed considerable user growth. DeFi protocols
such as PancakeSwap, Venus and Autofarm constitute most activities on BSC. However, this
does not mean that the Binance Smart Chain is only applicable to decentralized finance.
Games and gambling DApps also found a home on the Binance Smart Chain. The first NFTs
appeared in early 2021 to provide BSC users with the same experience of encrypted
collections as other blockchains.

Source：TrustWallet

Deflationary Token & Burn

With the advent of blockchain technology, many of its sub components and use cases have
emerged. One of them is the emergence of a new economic field in the blockchain field,
which is called "pass economy" or "pass economics". This refers to how cryptocurrency
tokens or cryptocurrency assets have value in the ecosystem and interact with each other.

Many cryptocurrency startups are creating their own cryptocurrency assets or tokens, and
using traditional economic theory to plan their new block chain economy and how to
manage the value of tokens. There are many different token models, many of which have
unique mechanisms and characteristics. Despite this change, almost all token models
usually fall into one of two categories: inflation and deflation models.

Inflation tokens are printed continuously. There is no limit to the number of tokens you can
make. There are many variants of the inflation token model, some of which limit the
generation of tokens each year, while others are based on a permanently set timetable.
The model is similar to fiat money, but more efficient and transparent because
decentralized codes and communities define token models rather than centralized entities.
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If the total circulating supply of a token continues to decrease to a predetermined amount,
we call it a deflationary token. The reduction of token supply can be achieved in many
ways: repurchase(buy-back) and token destruction(burn). The main benefit of such models
is that they can limit the market to flooding with more tokens when creators mine, create or
sell more tokens. Bitcoin sets the industry standard for the deflationary token model. In this
model, a certain number of tokens will be created and the limit will never be adjusted
upward. This will cause deflation of money, even if demand increases, supply will not.
Bitcoin: An Example of Deflation

DCVC is a proprietary deflationary token, which not only rewards the holder through
dividends and pledge rewards, but also truly automatically destroys every transaction in
the liquidity pool.

DCVC's unique concept allows smart contracts to automatically trigger repurchase and
destruction after each sale. For those who don't know what repurchase is, here's a simple
explanation: when a company buys issued shares to reduce the number of shares
available on the open market, it is called repurchase. In the stock market, when a company
repurchases its shares from existing shareholders, it usually trades at a price higher than
the market price. Therefore, this approach is to increase the value of tokens and encourage
holders to continue to hold them, because the impact of repurchase leads to rising prices.
In DCVC, repurchase contracts automatically impose a 2% repurchase tax on each
transaction, which is stored in the contract. When a sale occurs, the contract triggers a
repurchase, and part of the repurchase amount is used to automatically purchase tokens
from the liquidity pool.
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About DCVC
In addition, DCVC has unique functions


1. Staking Farming


DCVC also combines the most popular staking mining, so that the circulation of DCVC can
be released to the market over time. At the same time, it also gives the early players an
extra reward system to obtain more DCVC


2. Bonus dividend rewards


The first who use the dividend mode to give back to the holder. The holder can get the
dividend reward every week by staking.



DCVC 

Unique

Function

DCVC

1.Staking Mining

2.Bonusdividend rewards
source: https://0xzx.com/2021072802211623745.html
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DCVC CeDeFi Wallet

DeFi stands for decentralized finance. CeFi is the opposite of DeFi. As we may guess, it
represents centralized finance. CeDeFi is a term created by Zhao CHANGPENG, CEO of
BINANCE, which basically describes the hybrid solution between centralized and
decentralized finance. Binance Smart Chain is a good example.


CeDeFi

CZ Binance

All in one suite for centralize
and decentralize solution

CeDeFi allows users to use it without paying high transaction fees. Lower fees encourage
users to use a variety of different DeFi protocols, such as decentralized exchanges, loan
agreements, liquidity aggregators, revenue farming tools, etc.


At present, DCVC wallet has been launched in the Android Market. Users who are not
supported by other mobile phones can also connect to the wallet through web pages.
DCVC wallet has several functions:
1. Multichain wallet

DCVC wallet supports most BEP-20, ERC20 and TRC20 wallet addresses. Users can hold
similar tokens in DCVC wallet.

2. Swap

In the DCVC wallet, users can swap tokens directly without converting different token
chains. DCVC will help you convert.

3. OTC

Users can purchase USDT, BSC and other tokens through DCVC’s OTC.

4. Staking Mining

DCVC wallet derivatives are used to staking mining rewards. Similar to DeFi mining, but will
not be affected by impermanent loss.

5.VIP Member reward system

VIP members can invite new members (referral system) and receive rewards distributed by
DCVC.




In the future, DCVC CeDeFi wallet will also be combined with major exchanges or digital
banks to pay for daily necessities or expenses.
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All new DeFi Farm 2.0
DCVC - The First with Multiple Staking Mining Modes


H

ybrid Dynamic

Farming

DCVC Double Reward

Farming

DCVC Dividend 

Mining

All New Hybrid Dynamic Farming 2.0
First, Adopt the latest PANCAKE 2.0 as the liquidity mining, and then optimize and simplify
the operation. You can directly add liquidity mining through BNB or BUSD (mainly the
Vault’s pool liquidity transaction pair)


Second, automatic hybrid staking or auto compound, with the advantages of compound
interest mode directly, allows players to obtain higher annual profit APY. According to the
same mining reward and long-term compound interest, the income of DCVC will be 1% to
400% higher than the original PANCAKE, so that players can get more liquidity rewards.


Third, community promotion rewards are added. In DCVC, players can perform staking
themselves, or recommend friends and family to join DCVC's mobile mining, and get up to
50% of the recommender's reward from the withdrawal fee.

DCVC using latest Pancakeswap 2.0


Featuring autocompound and community rewards
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New DCVC Double Reward Farming 2.0

First, Using the latest PANCAKE 2.0 as liquidity mining, you can stake your CAKE- BNB,
CAKE-BUSD and the most popular AXS for liquidity mining to earn more DCVC


Second, In addition to harvest DCVC, you can also obtain external rewards, such as CAKE or
BANANA as staking rewards (except for DCVC mainstream dynamic mining pairing, and
then each different dynamic mining pairing will produce different external rewards)

DCVC Dividend Mining
It is mainly to give DCVC supporters a weekly bonus of 5% of the weekly profit according to
the price. If DCVC users stake in the pool for more than 7 days, the subsequent reward will
be calculated as 1.5 times. When the BUSD in the reward pool is surplus allocated, all
surplus BUSDs will be used to buy back DCVC.


eward Income

R

According to different staking rewards, the daily reward is usually about 0.03-1%. Rewards
are no longer issued within a limited time, but will be automatically entered into your
reward pool every few seconds

In our DCVC DeFi, PancakeSwap is our strong backing and brings extraordinary benefits to
our players.

DCVC REWARD

CAKE+BNB

CAKE+BUSD

AXS+CAKE
DCVC White Paper 2021
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About DCVC
Strategic Partner and Platform Underpinning Plan

PancakeSwap is somewhat similar to Ethereum's SushiSwap (community governance, i.e.
obtaining liquidity supplier tokens through mining), but it adds many other functions that
allow users to earn rewards.


PancakeSwap is a decentralized trading platform for trading BEP20 tokens. PancakeSwap
uses an automated market maker (AMM) model. This shows that although digital assets
can be traded through the platform, the platform does not provide an order book that can
match orders. On the contrary, the transaction object of the user is the liquidity pool.


These capital pools accumulate funds from other users. Users inject funds into the pool and
receive tokens from liquidity providers (i.e. "LP"). Then, they can use these tokens to
exchange their share of funds and earn part of the transaction fee.


So, in short, you can trade BEP-20 tokens, or you can get rewards by adding liquidity.

In 2021, PancakeSwap also successfully became the first AMM and revenue farm on Binance
Smart Chain, with a total lock up value of $2.6 billion.


In addition, PancakeSwap is audited and security tested by well-known audit company
CERTIK. In addition to ensuring the security of all funds or vaults, this can give more players
better protection.


Pancake - Dcvc strategic partner
Audited by top-notch Certik audit company
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DCVC Token Audit
In order to make players safer and improve the security and credibility of the contract, DCVC
has passed a series of audits and tests to ensure the security of DCVC. DCVC has been
certified by Techrate audit. In the future, we will also conduct product testing security on
major audit platforms.
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DCVC Gaming Mode
In the future trend, DCVC will also integrate some game concepts so that players can enjoy
it more and create a community platform to gather more players to join DCVC.


DCVC
C

DCVC

C

Game

entre


oming Soon

R

isk Free Lottery

Players can get some free lottery tickets when they conduct staking mining or carry a
certain number of DCVC. These lottery tickets will be used to draw the reward pool of DCVC
!

DCVC 

Risk Free Lottery
Players Can Get Free Lottery Tickets

Draw The Reward Pool of DCVC
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DCVC Vision Map
2.Marketing

1.Harvest

Period

Period

Promot
Pre sale and
white labe
Launch web
pag
Launch DCVC
walle
DCVC Staking
Far
Establish5000
peoples
community

KOL Promot

Coin Gecko
Liste
Coin Market Cap
Liste
Expend
community to
2000
DCVCcoin
holders 2000
Third party
audi
Different
Platforms linked
and community
welfare

3.Expending

5.Upvaluation

4.Listing

Period

Period

Period

DCVCcoin
holders 10000
Community
100000people
Increasing
more KOL
promot
Well known
third party
audit project
Yield farm
upgrading and
development

DCVC coin
holders
15000
Major
exchanges in
the world
liste
Develop new
DCVC wallet

DCVCcoin
holders
30000
Physical
product
mall or
service
cente
More KOL
building
and brand
promotion

DCVC Strategy Partners and Platforms
Our strategic partners and technical support are as follows:

Binance Smart Chain

PancakeSwap

Tron

Ethereum

Techrate

DCVC White Paper 2021
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More About DCVC

DCVC Official Website and Community Link
DCVC Official Website：https://dcvc.finance
DCVC Dapp Link：https://dcvc.finance
DCVC Official Telegram：https://t.me/dcvcfinance
DCVC Official Tweeter ：@DCVCCeDeFi
DCVC Official Facebook：https://www.facebook.com/dcvc.finance
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